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1 Introduction

The Escenic Widget Framework is an add-on product for the Escenic Content
Engine that greatly simplifies the process of designing publications. Without
the Widget Framework, publication design requires considerable HTML and JSP
programming skills. With the Widget Framework, publications can be designed
using a drag-and-drop interface in Escenic Content Studio (the Escenic content
editor).

This manual is a user guide for:

• Publication designers who want to use the Widget Framework to design
Escenic publications

• Editors and/or journalists who want to be able to "tweak" the layout of
Widget Framework publications

The prerequisites for using this manual are:

• You have the general design skills needed to work with publication layouts

• You are familiar with the general structure of Escenic publications

• You already know how to use Content Studio for editorial purposes

• You already have some experience of using Web Studio for section
management purposes

1.1 What is The Widget Framework?
The Escenic Content Engine is a template-based publishing system, in
which content production is completely separated from layout design. This
allows writers and editors to concentrate on the production of content
without needing to think about layout, and allows designers to ensure that
a publication has a consistent, well-designed appearance. Web pages are
generated by combining content items written and edited using Content
Studio with templates written in HTML/JSP.

This approach works well, but it has some disadvantages:

• It requires designers to have HTML and JSP programming skills in addition
to design skills

• It makes publication design a relatively slow and error-prone process, with
the result that:

• Publications cannot easily be redesigned for special occasions

• The production of ad-hoc extra publications is difficult and in general, too
costly

The Widget Framework solves this problem by enabling publication designers
to assemble templates from a library of predefined template fragments called
widgets. In this way it is possible to build a complete set of templates for
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a publication in a fraction of the time it would take to write, test and debug
templates by hand.

1.1.1 About Templates

A Widget Framework template is represented in Content Studio by a special
kind of section called a template section. It appears in the Content Studio
section tree along with all the other sections. The factors that differentiate a
template section from an ordinary section are:

• Its name: a template always has a name starting with config.

• Its section page content: instead of actual content items (teasers and so
on), a template's section page contains widgets.

• The section page's Page options property, which is set to config.

The following illustration shows a publication section hierarchy. Note that the
template sections all have names starting with config, and that they are
organized in their own tree:
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Here is a template's section page as it appears in a Content Studio section
page editor:

All the "content items" on this section page are in fact widgets.

1.1.2 About Widgets

A widget is represented in Content Studio by a special kind of content item. If
the Widget Framework is installed on your site, and you click on File > New
in Content Studio, then the displayed sub-menu should contain a Widgets
option (or possibly several widget options such as Core widgets, Mobile
widgets and Community widgets) . Selecting one of these options displays
a further sub-menu containing a list of available widget types:

The Widget Framework includes a wide range of standard widgets for creating
page components such as:
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• advertisements

• blogs

• breadcrumbs

• carousels

• dateline

• forums

• menus

• pictures

• polls

• search tools

• slide shows

• stories

• tickers

• trailers

• video clips

making it possible to meet most requirements "out of the box". If you have
special needs that are not satisfied by the widgets in the standard, it is
possible to write custom widgets of your own (if you have the necessary HTML
and JSP programming skills). This manual does not, however, cover the design
and creation of custom widgets.

The standard widgets do, however, really satisfy a very wide range of
requirements, since they are all configurable: that is, they have properties
which you can use to control their appearance and behavior. This ensures that
using the Widget Framework does not impose a generic, pre-packaged look
and feel on publications - there is still plenty of scope for your creativity.
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The following picture shows a trailer widget (which displays a group of
trailers or teasers) as it appears when opened for editing in Content Studio,
and as it appears when rendered in the browser:

As you can see from the illustration, the widget (called trailers on
frontpage) is currently configured to display four trailers, arranged in
columns. The properties exposed in Content Studio, however, mean that you
can reconfigure it to display any number of trailers, arranged in a variety of
different ways:

• The Group name property lets you choose what trailers are to be
displayed - or more precisely, to specify where the widget is to look for
trailers. In this case, the widget is being instructed to look in the main-1
group of the section page.

• The View property lets you choose the basic layout required in this
particular widget - Column or Row.

• The Number of trailers property lets you choose how many trailers are to
be displayed in the group.

• You can display the name of each trailer's home section by checking the
Show section name property.

• You can show the number of comments entered about each trailered item
by checking the Show Comment Count property.
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If you look at the bottom of the illustration, you will see that in addition to
these properties shown on the General tab, there are four other properties
tabs - Row, Column, Advanced and Caching - providing even more options
for customizing the widget's appearance and behavior.

1.2 How Do I Start?
Now that you have a basic idea of what the Widget Framework is intended to
do and how it works, it's probably best to get started. If the Widget Framework
has been installed at your site, then all you need to do is start up Content
Studio and log in to a publication. The next two chapters will help you to get
started editing templates and widgets.
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2 Templates

In the widget framework, a template is a special kind of section. A template
differs from an ordinary section in the following ways:

• It is named according to a special convention that identifies it as a template
rather than an ordinary section.

• Instead of containing actual content (teasers and so on), it contains
widgets. The widgets define how content is to be presented on section
pages and on content pages.

This chapter will tell you how to create and edit templates. It also contains
explanations of how templates work, and how they are related to ordinary
sections and content pages. It is probably a good idea to read through the
whole section and then to try following the instructions in section 2.1.

2.1 Creating a Template
Since a template is in fact a section, templates must be created in the same
way. This means they cannot be created using Content Studio - you have to
use Web Studio instead. To create a template

1. Access Web Studio by starting a browser and pointing it to:

http://your-host:8080/escenic/

where your-host is the host name or IP address of the machine on which
Web Studio is running. A login page should be displayed.

2. Enter the name and password of a user with sufficient access rights to
create new sections. The following page should then be displayed:
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3. Click on SECTIONS. The following section tree is then displayed:

4. Pick the section in which you want to create the new template section
(usually config or one of its children, see section 2.3 below) and click on
its Administer link.
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5. Click on the Create a subsection link. The following form is then
displayed:

6. Enter values for the following properties:

Section name
You can set the section name to anything you like, but you are
recommended to set it to the same value as Unique section
name.

Unique section name
The section's unique name must be set according a special naming
convention. For details, see section 2.2.

Relative directory URI
It doesn't really matter what you enter here, but by convention you
repeat the Unique section name, replacing all "." characters with
"_".

State
Set to Published.

All the other properties can be left empty or with their default values.

7. Click on Save.

8. Start Content Studio and display the section tree by clicking on the 2
Sections tab on the left side of the window.
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9. Expand the config template tree until you find the new template, then
double-click on it to open its section page for editing.

10. Set the section page's Page options property to config.

11. Add the groups and widgets you require to the template.

12. Click on the Save button at the bottom of the section editor.

2.2 Naming Templates
How you name templates is very important, since it determines how they are
used and the hierarchical relationships between them. The following names
may be used:

config
The config template is the root template and is used for all pages, both
section pages and article pages.

config.section
The config.section template is the root section template and is used
for all section pages. It is a child of the config template.

config.article
The config.article template is the root content template and is used
for all content pages. It is a child of the config template.

config.topic
The config.topic template is the root content template and is used for
all topic pages. It is a child of the config template.

config.section.section-name
There can be many such templates, where section-name is the unique
name of a particular section in the publication. The template will then
be used for this particular section. It is a child of the config.section
template.

config.article.type.type-name
There can be many such templates, where type-name is the name of one
of the publication's content types. The template will then be used for
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content items of this particular type. It is a child of the config.article
template.

config.article.section-name
There can be many such templates, where section-name is the unique
name of a particular section in the publication. The template will then be
used for content items belonging to this particular section. It is a child of
the config.article template.

config.article.section-name.type.type-name
There can be many such templates, where section-name is the unique
name of a particular section in the publication and type-name is the
name of one of the publication's content types. The template will then
be used for type-name content items belonging to the section called
section-name. It is a child of the config.article template.

config.topic.section-name
There can be many such templates, where section-name is the unique
name of a particular section in the publication. The template will then be
used for this particular topic belonging to this particular section. It is a
child of the config.topic template.

config.master.master-template-name
There can be many such templates, each defining a master template.
A master template contains a template fragment that can be re-used in
other templates. You can give a master template any name you choose.
For more detailed information about master templates, see section 2.6.

This means that the layout of a section called news, for example, will
be based on the layouts in the templates config, config.section and
config.section.news (if it exists). Similarly, the layout of a content item
belonging to the content type story will be based on the layouts in the
templates config, config.article and config.article.type.story (if it
exists). If there is a template called config.article.news.type.story, then
any story content items belonging to the news section will use this template
instead of config.article.type.story.

The layouts in the various templates affecting a particular section or content
item are combined by inheritance. When composing the news section,
for example, layouts in config.section.news will override layouts in
config.section, which will in turn override layouts in config. For more about
the details of how template inheritance works, see section 2.5.

2.3 Organizing Templates
Template sections are usually organized in a hierarchy that reflects the naming
structure. config.section.news, for example, is normally created as a
subsection of config.section, which is in turn created as a subsection of
config. The config section is normally created as a child of the Home section
and is placed at the end, after all the ordinary sections. These are, however,
only conventions, and have no effect on how the templates are used. The
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way the templates are used is entirely controlled by the naming convention
described in section 2.2.

2.4 Templates, Section Pages and Content Pages
The ordinary section pages and content pages in a publication will
normally have the same top-level structure: a set of areas representing the
publication's overall graphical structure. A typical set of areas might be Top,
Main, Right and Bottom:

Top

Bot tom

Main Right

Each of these areas may have an internal structure of groups and areas. The
Main area of a section, for example, might have a Top Stories group and a
Featured Stories group, each holding content items whose teasers are to be
placed in the main area of the page.
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Templates have exactly the same structure as the section pages in a
publication, with the addition of a special area called Meta:

Bot tom

Main Right

Top

Meta

The Meta area has no internal structure and is used to hold "invisible" widgets.
"Invisible" widgets affect how pages work in some way, but do not occupy any
physical space on the page. The SEO widget, for example, lets you add search
engine optimization data to the header of the rendered page, but does not
change its appearance.

The other areas of a template will usually have an internal structure of groups
and areas just like ordinary sections, but that structure will often be quite
different from the structure of corresponding section pages. The Main area of a
config.section.news template, for example, is likely to have a very different
internal structure from the Main area of the news section page for which it
provides layout.

The reason for this difference is that the purpose of the template and the
section page are very different. The purpose of the section page is to allow
an editor to create logical groupings of content items. An editor might, for
example, put the most important items in a group called Top Stories, and
other items that are to be featured on a page in a group called Featured
Stories. The purpose of a template, however, is to define physical page
layout, so the groups available for subdividing the main area are likely to
reflect that, including information about size and display style in their names:
Columns (720, 220), Tabs and so on.

There is, in other words, no direct correspondence between the groups in a
section page and the groups in the templates that govern its layout. In order
for a content item that has been dragged into an area on a section page to
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actually appear on the published page, it must be explicitly selected by one
of the widgets placed on the template. For example, most of the widgets used
for displaying content items in section templates have a Group name field
that specifies the name of a section page group from which content items are
to be selected. They may also have other properties for defining which specific
content items are to be selected from that group. The trailer widget, for
example, has a Number of trailers property that specifies how many content
items you want to take from the top of the group.

The following picture shows how a trailer widget called Section trailers
is used to display content items on the News section page of a publication.
The Section trailers widget is placed as the second widget in the
config.section template's Main area, and is configured to select the top four
content items from a section page's main-1 group:

For more information about this, and about widgets in general, see chapter 3.

2.5 Inheritance in Widget Framework
As described above, all of a publication's templates have the same top-level
structure: Meta, Top, Main, Right and Bottom, for example. If a template
(config.section.news, for example) has widgets in all of these sections, then
the news section of the publication will take all of its layout from this template.
If, however, only the Right area of the template contains widgets, then the
Widget Framework will look in the config.section template to get the layout
for the Meta, Top, Main and Bottom areas. If config.section is not complete
either (if, for example, it's Top and Bottom areas are empty) then the Widget
Framework will look in the config template for the missing information.

This inheritance mechanism makes it very easy to create a standardized
layout for a whole publication, and only create specialized layouts where you
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actually need them. A typical approach is to define a standard layout for the
Top (i.e header) and Bottom (i.e footer) areas in the config template, and
then define standard layouts for the remaining areas in the config.section
and config.article templates. If your publication has a very standardized
layout, then this may be sufficient. If, however, some of your section pages
have significantly different layouts, then you can achieve that by creating
config.section.name templates for those particular sections, and overriding
just those areas that are different from the standard layout. Similarly you can,
if necessary, create config.article.type templates for any content types
that require specialized layouts.

The Sports section in the following illustration takes its Top and Bottom
layouts from the config template, and its Main and Right layouts from the
config.section layout. The News section, however takes its Right layout
from the config.section.news template, which overrides the Right layout in
config.section:

2.5.1 Inheritance of regular section

Here we will describe how inheritance works for regular sections as for
example news, sports, travel etc. We will use few terminologies which are as
follows

• Global configuration section = config

• Global section configuration section = config.section

• Section specific configuration section = determined at run time

Let's use the following content section hierarchy as an example :

          ece_frontpage
            -sports
               -football
                  -spanishLeague
       

And the corresponding config section hierarchy is :

          config
             - config.section
               - config.section.sports
                 - config.section.football
                   - config.section.spanishLeague
       

Other sections in the tree are not shown for brevity. Now when there is a
request of the form

http://<hostname>/wf-escenic-times/sports/footbal/spanishLeague

the framework will try to find items (for a specific area) from the config
sections in the following order

1. config.section.spanishLeague

2. config.section.football

3. config.section.sports
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4. config.section
5. config

The layout of first such configuration section found will be used as the page
loyout. This will determine the areas in page.

2.5.2 Inheritance for Profile URL's

Here we will describe how inheritance works for profile URL's. Terminology that
will be used here are as follows

• Global configuration section = config
• Global section configuration section = config.section
• Profile configuration section = config.section.profile

Let's use following section hierarchy as an example

          - ece_frontpage
            - profile
              - annabell (this section is hidden)
       

Other sections in the tree are not shown for brevity. Now when there is a
request of the form :

http://<hostname>/wf-escenic-times/profile/annabell

the framework will try to find items (for a specific area) from config sections in
the following order

1. config.section.annabell (it is not usual to create a special config
section for each user, but the framework allows this, and will give such a
section higher precedence)

2. config.section.profile
3. config.section
4. config

The layout of first such configuration section found will be used as the page
layout. This will determine the areas in the page.

2.5.3 Inheritance of Topic URLs

Here we will describe how inheritance works for topic pages. The
terminologies that will be used here are as follows-

• Global configuration section: config
• Global topic configuration section: config.topic
• Section specific topic configuration section: determined at run time

Let's use the same tree for the discussion again :

          ece_frontpage
            -sports
              -football
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                -spanishLeague
       

And the corresponding topic config section hierarchy is :

         config
           - config.topic
              - config.topic.sports
                 - config.topic.football
                    - config.topic.spanishLeague
       

Let us suppose that section specific topic URI generation is enabled. Now, if
there is a request of the following form :

http://<hostname>/wf-escenic-times/sports/football/spanishLeague/topic/
Messi

The framework will look up the topic configuration sections in the following
order :

1. config.topic.spanishLeague
2. config.topic.football
3. config.topic.sports
4. config.topic
5. config

The layout of first such configuration section found will be used as the page
layout. This will determine the areas in the page.

2.5.4 Inheritance among article configurations

Here we are going to describe how inheritance works among article pages.
Terminologies that will be used are as follows-

• Global configuration section : config
• Global article configuration section : config.article
• Section specific article configuration section : config.article.

[sectionUniqueName]
• Type specific article configuration section : config.article.type.

[articleTypeName]
• Type and section specific article configuration section : config.article.

[sectionUniqueName].type.[articleTypeName]
• Custom article configuration section: see the discussion below.

In news type article, there are two fields that can help you set the value of
custom article configuration section :

1. Custom Config Section (this takes the unqiue name of the config
section as its value)

2. Specific Configuration for This Story (This is an enumeration field.
The value of the field can be either style1, style2 or style3 . If
style1 is chosen, then the framework looks for a section with the name
config.article.[sectionUniqueName].type.news.style1).
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If both these values are specified, then Custom Config Section field takes
priority

2.5.4.1 The priority among article configurations

The framework will look up the article configuration sections in the following
order (the first one found will be used)

1. Custom article configuration section
2. Type and Section specific article configuration section (inheritance among

content sections affects this step)
3. Section specific article configuration section (inheritance among content

sections affects this step)
4. Type specific article configuration section

This order also determines the layout that will be used for the page which in
turn determines the number of areas available in the page.

Let us suppose that the following news article is accessed

http://<hostname>/wf-escenic-times/sports/football/spanishLeague/
article1234.ece

As before, we are discussing in the context of the following section tree :

            ece_frontpage
               - sports
                 - football
                   - spanishLeague
          

The framework will try to fetch items from different configuration sections in
the following order :

1. Custom article configuration section
2. config.article.spanishLeague.type.news
3. config.article.spanishLeague
4. config.article.football.type.news
5. config.article.football
6. config.article.sports.type.news
7. config.article.sports
8. config.article.type.news
9. config.article
10. config

Note that steps 2 and 3 will be repeated with the parent of spanishLeague
(in our case football) when items are not found, and we will continue in this
manner untill we find some items, or until we reach the root of the tree. When
we reach the root, we stop this process and look for items in config.article
or config section, in that order.

If none of these config sections are found, then widgets will be fetched from
the corresponding area of 'Global article configuration section (config.article)'
or 'Global configuration section (config)', in that order.
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2.5.5 Alternative Configuration Section Hierarchies

Let's use the same tree for the discussion again :

         ece_frontpage
           - sports
              - football
                - spanishLeague
       

However, this time, the corresponding config section hierarchy is :

         config
           - config.section
              - config.section.sports
              - config.section.football
              - config.section.spanishLeague
       

That is, the configuration sections are not structured according to the parent-
child relationship of the content sections. Now when there is a request of the
following form

http://<hostname>/wf-escenic-times/sports/football/spanishLeague

The framework will look for items in the following order

1. config.section.spanishLeague

2. config.section

3. config

Note that, due to difference in config section hierarchy,
config.section.football and config.section.sports are not consulted
when looking for items. If you want the framework to use items from those
config sections, use the config section hierarchy shown in section 2.5.1

This rule applies for both section and topic configurations.

However, for profile configurations, the config section hierarchy is not
important. Let us consider the following tree :

         ece_frontpage
           - profile
             - annabell (this section is hidden)
       

Two alternative configuration section hierarchies are :

         config
           - config.section
               - config.section.profile
               - config.section.annabell
       

OR

         config
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           - config.section
               - config.section.profile
                   - config.section.annabell
       

The effect is same in both cases.

It is possible to specify section specific article configuration sections. In such
cases, config section hierarchy is not important either. So, the following two
article configurations have the same effect :

         config
           - config.article
              - config.article.sports
                 - config.article.football
                    - config.article.spanishLeague
       

OR

         config
           - config.article
               - config.article.sports
               - config.article.football
               - config.article.spanishLeague
       

2.5.6 The Effect of Missing Configuration Sections

Let's use the following tree for the discussion :

         ece_frontpage
           - sports
             - football
               - spanishLeague
       

However, this time, the corresponding config section hierarchy is :

         config
           - config.section
             - config.section.sports
             - config.section.football
       

This time, the framework will search configuration sections in the following
order :

1. config.section.football

2. config.section

3. config

Please note the following points :

• In absence of config.section.spanishLeague, the framewrok looked
for config.section.football, because football is the parent of
spanishLeague. If config.section.football were not present, then
the framework would have looked for config.section.sports because
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sports is parent of football. This process would continue until we reach
ece_frontpage in the content section hierarchy.

• Once a suitable configuration section is located, the framework
continues as described in section 2.5.5. So, in the above example ,
config.section was consulted after config.section.football and
config.section.sports was NOT consulted. If we want the framework to
look into config.section.sports for widgets, we have to re-arrange the
hierarchy as follows :

            config
              - config.section
                 - config.section.sports
                   - config.section.football
          

In this alternative config section hierarchy, the framework will look for items
in the following order :

1. config.section.football

2. config.section.sports

3. config.section

4. config

2.5.7 Inheritance of Mobile Section

Here we will discuss how inheritance works for mobile and tablets. Let's use
the following tree for the discussion :

          ece_frontpage
            - sports
              -football
                - spanishLeague
        

And the corresponding config section hierarchy is :

          config
            - config.mobile
              - config.mobile.section
                - config.mobile.section.sprots
                  - config.mobile.section.football
                    - config.mobile.section.spanishLeague
        

Then the configuration sections will be searched for widgets in the following
order :

1. config.mobile.section.spanishLeague

2. config.mobile.section.football

3. config.mobile.section.sports

4. config.mobile.section

5. config.mobile
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Note that config section is never consulted for mobile/tablet
devices unless we are using the inherits_from option.

It is possible to rearrange the configuration sections differently, or some
configuration sections may be missing :

          config
           - config.mobile
            - config.mobile.section
              - config.mobile.section.sports
              - config.mobile.section.football
        

In this case , the order is :

1. config.mobile.section.football
2. config.mobile.section
3. config.mobile

2.5.8 Inheritance of Mobile Article Configuration

Here we will describe how inheritance works for mobile article pages. Let us
suppose that the following news article is accessed from a mobile device :

http://<hostname>/wf-escenic-times/sports/football/spanishLeague/
article1234.ece

As before, we are discussing in the context of the following section tree :

         ece_frontpage
           - sports
              - football
                - spanishLeague
        

The framework will try to fetch items from different configuration sections in
the following order :

1. Custom article configuration section
2. config.mobile.article.spanishLeague.type.news
3. config.mobile.article.spanishLeague
4. config.mobile.article.football.type.news
5. config.mobile.article.football
6. config.mobile.article.sports.type.news
7. config.mobile.article.sports
8. config.mobile.article.type.news
9. config.mobile.article
10. config.mobile

This does not depend on the order of the config sections.

Tablet configuration inheritance is same as mobile. Just replace mobile
with tablet in the name of config sections
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2.6 Master Templates
The inheritance mechanism described in section 2.5 provides a useful means
of re-using groups of widgets. It only works, however, for whole areas. You
can, for example, re-use the whole of a template's Main area creating a child
template with an empty Main area. But what if you only want to re-use one
particular group of widgets, not the whole area? What if you want to re-use a
group of widgets from a template other than the parent of the template you
are working on? Master templates provide a more flexible means of re-using
groups of widgets that solve these problems.

A master templates has a name of the form:

config.master.master-template-name

and contains a set of templates that you want to be able to re-use. You
might, for example, create a menu that you want to re-use in many of your
templates.

Once you have created a master template containing the widgets you want
(let's call it config.master.menu), you can use it by creating a master widget
and placing it in any section and/or article templates you like. A master widget
has two required properties:

Title
The name of the widget instance you have created. You might set this to
Menu.

Master section unique name
The name of the master template this widget is to reference. You would
set this to config.master.menu in this case.

Set these properties, save the widget, and then drag it into the templates
where you want to use the widget group defined in the master template.

Let us discuss inheritance of master section with an elaborated
example

       config.master
         - config.master.master1
           - config.master.master2
      

If master widget is asked to fetch items from config.master.master2 then
the framework will look for items in the following order :

1. config.master.master2

2. config.master.master1

3. config.master

So we will move upwards in the config section hierarchy until we find
config.master. config section will never be consulted unless you are
using inherits_from option
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If the config section structure is instead the following :

         config.master
           - config.master.master1
           - config.master.master2
       

IF master widget is asked to fetch items from config.master.master2, then
the framework will look for items in the following order :

1. config.master.master2

2. config.master

For detailed instructions on how to create, configure and use widgets, see
chapter 3.
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3 Widgets

A widget is a template fragment: a bundle of HTML, JSP and CSS code that
performs a particular function such as displaying a content item or dateline
on a publication page. As a publication designer, however, you do not need
to think about this internal structure: you will see widgets as special content
items that you can work with in Content Studio in much the same way as
ordinary content items. You can create, delete and modify them in much the
same way as ordinary content items. The main difference is that widgets are
placed in templates (the special section pages described in chapter 2) rather
than in ordinary section pages.

3.1 About Widgets
Widgets fall into the following main categories:

• Content-based widgets

• Content-free widgets

3.1.1 Content-based Widgets

A content-based widget is a widget that renders all or part of one or more
content items. Some examples of content-based widgets are:

story content
A story content widget renders selected fields of a single content item.
It is the standard widget used in content templates, although it can also
be used in section templates.

comments
A comments widget displays all the comments associated with a single
content item.

carousel
A carousel widget displays a carousel showing selected fields (typically
a headline and an image) of a few content items in sequence.

list
A list widget displays a list of links to a set of selected content items.

Content-based widgets can be further divided into 3 sub-groups, according to
where they may be used:

Content template widgets
A content template widget can only be used in a content template.
It renders information retrieved from the "current" content item. The
comments widget is a content template widget.
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Section template widgets
A section template widget is primarily intended for use in section
templates. It therefore has properties that you can use to specify which
content item or items it is to retrieve information from. You can, of
course also use a widget of this type in a content template (to display
information retrieved from other content items). The carousel widget is
a section template widget.

Dual-purpose widgets
Some widgets can be used in both of the above ways. The story
content widget, for example, has a View property that can be set to
either Article (in which case it behaves like a content template widget)
or Section (in which case it behaves like a section template widget).

3.1.2 Content-free Widgets

A content-free widget does not require access to any particular content items,
and can be used in both content templates and section templates. Some
examples of content-free widgets are:

dateline
A dateline widget displays the dateline typically included in a
publication header.

menu
A menu widget displays a navigation menu.

Some content-free widgets have no visible effect on the pages in a
publication: they are "invisible" widgets used to add code to the HTML
head element of generated pages. An example of this type of widget is the
SEO (search engine optimization) widget, which can be used to add meta
keywords to the generated pages. These invisible widgets must be placed in a
template's Meta area.

3.2 Widgets and Widget Types
So far in this manual, we have often used the word widget to mean widget
type (it's difficult to avoid doing so), but it is important to clearly understand
the difference between the concepts widget and widget type. If you click on
File > New > (Core/Community/Mobile) Widgets in Content Studio, then
what you see in the displayed menu is a list of widget types. If you click on
one of the listed types - let's say you click on Menu Widget - then this results
in the creation of an actual widget, an instance of the widget type menu.
One of the things you are required to do when you create any kind of widget,
is to name the instance you have created by setting it's Name property. The
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following illustration shows the property list for a newly-created menu widget:
the Title label is displayed in red, indicating that this property is required.

Naming the widgets you create is important, because you can create many
widgets of the same type. You might, for example, call your menu widget
Header Menu, and set it to the header area. But if you also want your
publication to include a footer menu, then you can create another menu widget
called Footer Menu and set it up accordingly. A typical content template will
usually contain several instances of the story content widget type, each
set up to display a different content item field: a Title widget displaying the
title field, a Byline widget displaying the byline field and a Body widget
displaying the body field, for example.

3.3 Creating a Widget
A widget is special kind of content item, so you can create one in the same
way as any other content item:

1. Select File > New > (Core/Community/Mobile)Widgets.

2. the type of widget you want to create - Poll Widget for example.

3. Configure the widget by entering values in its property fields.

4. Click on Save.

All widgets have at least one mandatory property field (displayed in red)
that you must fill in: Title, the name that will be used to identify the widget.
Some widget types may have other mandatory properties. Section template
widgets (see section 3.1.1), for example, require you to enter a Group
property - the name of the group from which the widget's content will be
taken.

Widgets may have many other property fields, but usually most of them
will have default values. The fields are divided into groups and displayed
on separate tabs. Mandatory property fields always appear on the default
General tab. For more information about property fields and how they are
organized, see section 3.4.
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In addition to the General tab, all widgets have an Advanced tab and a
Caching tab. Some widgets have no additional tabs, others have many.

3.4 Configuring a Widget
Configuring a widget is a simple matter of opening it in Content Studio and
setting its properties. There are very few properties that must be set in
order for a widget to work, and most properties have sensible defaults, so
configuring widgets is in general not particularly difficult. Moreover, many
properties are common to most or all widget types, so once you have learned
what these common properties control, learning to use new widget types does
not require much additional effort.

Widget properties are divided into groups and displayed on separate tabs. The
following three tabs are common to all widget types:

• General

• Advanced

• Caching

The properties most commonly displayed on these tabs are described in the
following sections. Some widget types have only these three tabs. Other
widget types have additional tabs containing widget-specific properties that
are for the most part not discussed in this manual. For information about
widget-specific properties, see the widget descriptions in the reference guide.

3.4.1 General Properties

A General properties tab contains some or all of the following property fields:

Title
This property is always mandatory. Use it to set the name of the widget.

View
Many widgets have a View property. It can be used in two different
ways:
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• In the case of dual-purpose content-based widgets (see section
3.1.1), it is used to switch between Article mode and Section mode.
For an example of this, see the Story Content widget.

• In many other cases it is used to choose between a number of
alternative standard set-ups, in which many of the other properties
are assigned fixed values. When the View property is used in this
way, then one of the options is usually called Custom: if Custom
is selected then no fixed values are assigned and you can explicitly
set all the properties yourself. For an example of this use of the View
property, see the Stories widget.

Widgets that have a View property on the General tab always also have
a property tab corresponding to each View property value. The Stories
widget's View property, for example, can be set to Default, Headline,
Top story or Custom. It therefore has Default, Headline, Top story
and Custom property tabs in addition to the standard General,
Advanced and Caching tabs. The idea is that you first select the
required View option, and then set the properties on the corresponding
tab, ignoring the tabs for all the other options. The Custom tab displays
a full set of properties, while each of the other tabs only displays those
properties that are not preset by the selected view.

Content selection properties
The General tab of section template widgets (see section 3.1.1)
contains a set of standard properties that are used to select which
content items the widget is to display. In the case of dual-purpose
widgets, these properties are displayed on the Section tab rather
than on the General tab. Content template widgets do not have these
properties, since the source content item of a content template widget is
predetermined. For a description of these properties, see section 3.4.4.

3.4.2 Advanced Properties

An Advanced properties tab always contains at least the following property
fields:

Style Id
The XHTML elements that make up a widget are always wrapped in
a single div element. This property lets you set the div element's id
attribute, so it can easily be selected in CSS files. This attribute is mainly
of interest to skin designers.

Style Class
The XHTML elements that make up a widget are always wrapped in a
single div element. This property lets you set the div element's class
attribute, so it can easily be selected in CSS files. This attribute is mainly
of interest to skin designers.

The Advanced properties tab of some widget types may also contain other
widget-specific properties.
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3.4.3 Caching Properties

A Caching properties tab contains the following property fields that allow
you to control how widgets are cached. The Widget Framework allows you
to individually specify how each widget on a page is cached (as long as you
are using caching servers that support Edge Side Includes (ESI) (Varnish,
for example). ESI is a widely-used standard for caching of web pages (see
http://www.edge-delivery.org/). You can specify that some widgets are cached,
while others are not, and you can specify how long different widgets should
be cached for. You may, for example, decide that a widget whose content
changes infrequently can be cached for a long time. Other widgets with more
volatile content can be set up to expire more frequently, or not cached at all.

Enable Edge Side Includes (ESI)
Check this property to enable Edge Side Includes (ESI) processing of
this widget. ESI is a widely-used standard for caching of web pages (see
http://www.edge-delivery.org/). If you check this option, then the HTML
code representing the widget is wrapped in ESI mark-up specifying that it
may be cached by ESI servers.

Do not enable this option unless:

• You know what ESI is and understand how to use it

• You know that the generated output will be processed by an ESI
server

Maximum age (in seconds)
If you have checked Enable Edge Side Includes (ESI), then you must
use this property to specify how long the widget may be cached by the
ESI server. The ESI server will only use the cached version of the widget
until this limit is reached.

Set cache control directive
If you have checked Enable Edge Side Includes (ESI), then this
property controls the value of a cache control directive included in the
header of the response generated when a caching server requests a new
version of this widget. It can be set to one of the following values:

public (the default)
The widget has public content that is valid for all users. The cached
copy can therefore be used for all page requests.

private
The widget has user-specific content that is not valid for all users. It
should therefore be saved in a private user-specific cache and only
used for responding to requests from that user.

no-cache
The widget should not be cached at all.

http://www.edge-delivery.org/
http://www.edge-delivery.org/
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3.4.4 Content Selection Properties

Not all widgets have the same set of content selection properties. The most
commonly used content selection properties, however, are described below:

Group Name
This property is displayed in:

• The General tab of section template widgets such as the stories
widget

• The Section tab of dual-purpose widgets such as the story content
widget

It is used to specify the section page group from which the widget is to
select the content item(s) to display.

Section Unique Name
This property is displayed in:

• The General tab of section template widgets such as the audio
player widget

• The Section tab of dual-purpose widgets such as the story content
widget

It is used to specify the unique name of the section from which content
items are to be selected. This property can be omitted, and content
items will then be selected from the current section.

Content types
This property is displayed in:

• The Advanced tab of section template widgets such as the stories
widget

• The Section tab of dual-purpose widgets such as the story content
widget

It is used to limit the types of content item selected from the group
specified with Group Name. It can contain the names of one or more
content items, separated by commas.

The ability to select specific content types is particularly important for
some widgets. The poll widget for example, requires content items
to have a Headline field, a Question field and a series of two or more
answer fields called Option 1, Option 2, Option 3 and so on. You can
ensure that this is the case by specifying the appropriate content type
names in this property.

Maximum no of items in [widget-name]
This property is displayed in some widgets that typically display many
content items, such as the carousel widget.

It specifies the maximum number of content items to be displayed by
the widget. The Widget Framework then simply selects content items
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in order from the specified group, and stops if it reaches the specified
maximum.

Begin and End
These properties are displayed in some widgets that typically display
many content items, such as the map widget. They provide an alternative
means of selecting many content items from a group.

The Begin property specifies the index of a start items, and the End
property specifies the index of an end item. If you specify a Begin
property of 2 and an End property of 5, for example, then items 2, 3, 4
and 5 will be selected from the specified group.

Article Source
This property is displayed in widgets that can select content items from
lists as well as groups, such as the list widget.

It is used to determine whether content items are to selected from a
group or from a list.

List Name
This property is displayed in widgets that can select content items from
lists as well as groups, such as the list widget.

If the widget's Article Source property is set to List, then this property
is used instead of the Group Name property, and specifies the name of
the list from which content items are to be selected.

3.5 Adding a Widget to a Template
Since widgets are represented by content items in Content Studio, you can
add a widget to a template in exactly the same way as you would add a
content item to an ordinary section:

1. Click on 2 Sections on the left side of the window to display the Sections
tab.

2. Locate the config section you want to add a widget to in the section tree
(config.section, for example: this is the default template for all section
pages). Double-click on the section to open it.

3. Click on 1 Search on the left side of the window to display the Search
tab.

4. Clear the Date field and click on the (Core/Community/Mobile)
Widgets link. All available widgets will then be listed in the search results
area. If you know the name of the widget you want, you can also enter a
search string in the Find field before clicking on the (Core/Community/
Mobile) Widgets link in order to list only the widget you are interested
in.

5. Locate the widget you are interested in and drag it from the search results
list to the required location in the template you opened.
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4 Skins

The graphical appearance of Widget Framework publications can be controlled
by selecting skins. A skin is a package of CSS files, graphics files (button
icons, and so on) and javascript files that determine the appearance and
behavior of the templates. The Widget Framework is supplied with a small
number of ready-made skins. It is possible to make skins of your own (if you
have the necessary CSS and Javascript programming skills). This manual does
not, however, cover the design and creation of custom skins.

Skins can be set on a per-section basis, allowing you to give a different look-
and-feel to different parts of a publication. For a description of how to do
this, see section 4.2. You can also associate skins with specific templates or
specific content types using style widgets. For a description of how to do this,
see section 4.3.

4.1 Changing Skins
Skins can be changed in two different ways:

• By setting section parameters in Web Studio.

• By adding a style widget to a template's Meta area.

• By uploading skin from publication

These three methods are described in the following sections.

4.2 Changing Skins in Web Studio
To change the skin of a section using Web Studio you must have section
editing rights for the sections you want to change.

1. Access Web Studio by starting a browser and pointing it to:

http://your-host:8080/escenic/

where your-host is the host name or IP address of the machine on which
Web Studio is running. A login page should be displayed.

2. Enter the name and password of a user with sufficient access rights to
edit the section you want to modify.

3. Click on SECTIONS. A section tree is then displayed

4. Pick the section you want to modify (usually config or one of its children)
and click on its Administer link.

5. Click on the Edit section parameters link

6. Add a skin parameter of the following form:

skin=skin-name
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where skin-name is the name of the skin you want to be used in the
section. If the skin parameter is already defined, simply change the
existing value to the name of the skin you want to use.

Currently escenic-times is the only default skins which is supplied with
the Widget Framework by default:

Other custom skins may have been created at your installation.

7. Click on Save.

Section parameters are inherited, so when you change a section's skin
in this way, the change also applies to all the section's sub-sections. The
appearance of an entire publication can be changed by setting the root
section's skin parameter.

4.3 Changing Skins With Style Widgets
When you change a skin with Web Studio, you directly change the skin
used by a particular section and its subtree. Adding a style widget to a
template's Meta area, on the other hand, changes the skin associated with
the template, thereby indirectly changing the skin of the sections that use
the template. If you change the skin of the config.section template, then
you will indirectly set the skin of all sections. If you change the skin of the
config.section.sports template, then you will indirectly set the skin of
the sports section, but not of the sports section's sub-sections. (However,
if any of the sub-sections have empty Meta areas then they will inherit the
sports section's Meta area in the usual way, and therefore also inherit the
skin setting.)

You can also use a style widget to change the skin used for content items of a
particular type by adding a style widget to a config.article.type template
(say config.article.type.news).

You can include custom overrides in a style widget that will override CSS styles
defined in the skin you select.

To add a style widget to a template, do as follows in Content Studio:

1. Select File > New > Core Widgets > Style widget.

2. Configure the widget by entering values in its property fields:

Title
Enter a name to identify the widget: Sports Style, for example.

Skin name
Select the name of the skin you want to use. Only default skins
supplied with the Widget Framework can be selected using this field.
Currently, escenic-times is the only default skin.
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Other custom skins may have been created at your installation and
can be set using the Custom skin name field.

Custom skin name
If custom skins are available at your installation, then you can select
one by entering its name here. A skin specified here will override
any selection made in the Skin name field.

Inline style
If you are competent in CSS, you can enter a set of CSS styles here.
The styles will override styles with corresponding names in the skin
you have selected, allowing you to customize it.

3. Click on Save.
4. Locate the template to which you want to add the style widget, and

double-click on it to open it in a section page editor.
5. Locate the new style widget you have created, and drag it into the

template's Meta area.
6. Click on Save.

4.4 Changing skin from publication
You can change skin from publication also. Purpose of this mode is to preview
a particular skin on the fly. After deployment you may have several skins.
You can select skin and preview in this mode. You can upload new skin as zip
format only. The interface for uploading skin and preview is like

Steps for changing and previewing skin in this mode are as follows -

• Create a section parameter named wf.template.designermode and set
value true. If this section parameter already exists ensure that its value is
set to true

• Now refresh your publication and you will see interface at the bottom of
publication page. There you will see option to upload a new skin. A drop
down list containing all available skins will be there also.

• Use upload option to upload a skin. Only zip file can be uploaded as
skin. File name will be used as skin name. If a skin already exists and you
upload skin with same name then existing skin will be override by the new
one.

• To preview a skin select the skin from the drop-down and hit Preview Skin
button

If designer mode is enabled then this skin will be used for all sections and
article pages. It will get precedence over the skin name that you specified in
section parameter. It will also be applied for mobile pages. After preview if you
are satisfied with uploaded skin then you can set this name in the skin section
parameter and disable web designer mode.
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Be careful not to use this web designer mode in production environment.
Always use this in development environment. For safety remove
wf.template.webdesigner section parameter in production environment
and you are also recommended to remove related template code for this.
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5 Access Control

With the introduction of the Widget Framework, Content Studio becomes a tool
not only for writers and editors, but also for publication designers and layout
experts. In some cases, the same people may be responsible for both kinds of
work, but in most organisations (especially in larger ones) these jobs will be
carried out by specialists.

Since the Widget Framework's templates are in fact sections, you can use the
standard Content Engine access control mechanisms to enforce this division
of labour. All you need to do is create separate user groups for editorial and
design staff, and then assign them different section-level access rights. You
might, for example, assign the following access rights:

• Design staff: editor or journalist access to templates (the config
section and its subsections), reader access to content sections.

• Editorial staff: editor or journalist access to content sections, no access
to templates.

You can, of course, specify access rights in more detail, creating sub-groups of
designers with greater or lesser access to different templates, and give some
individuals specialised access rights.

For a detailed description of Content Engine access control and how to use it,
see the Escenic Content Engine Publication Administrator Guide.
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6 How To...

This section contains some step-by-step descriptions of how to carry out
specific tasks using the Widget Framework. The examples are based on the
following scenario:

• Your publication has an existing section called Sports, based on a template
called config.section.sports.

• You want to add a new section under the Sports section called Tennis.

• You want the Tennis section to have a slightly different layout to the other
Sports sections, so you need to create a new template for it.

In order to achieve these objectives you need to:

1. Create a new Tennis section (see section 6.1).

2. Create a template defining the layout for your new section (see section
6.2).

3. Edit the new template (see section 6.3).

When you have carried out these tasks, add some content to your Tennis
section and view the results in a browser. You should see that the Tennis
section's layout is different from that of other Sports sections.

6.1 Create a Section
To create a new Tennis section:

1. Start Web Studio and log in as a user with editor access to ordinary
sections.

2. Create your new Tennis section as a subsection of the Sports section.
For general information on how to use Web Studio, see the Escenic
Content Engine Publication Administrator Guide. Set the new
section's Unique section name to tennis.

6.2 Create a Template
To create a new template for your Tennis section:

1. Start Web Studio and log in as a user with editor access to templates.

2. Follow the general instructions in section 2.1 (steps 1 to 7). Create your
new template as a subsection of config.section.sports, and set its
properties as follows:

Section name
config.section.sports.tennis

Unique section name
config.section.sports.tennis
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Relative directory URI
config_section_sports_tennis

State
Published

The last section of the template's Unique section name must exactly
match the Unique section name of the section it defines the layout for.
If this is not the case, then the template will not be found by the widget
framework and will not be used.

6.3 Edit a Template
To edit your tennis template:

1. Start Content Studio and log in as a user with editor or journalist
access to templates.

2. Find the new template (config.section.sports.tennis) and make sure
you set its Page options property to config. For general instructions on
how to do this, see steps 8 to 12 at the end of section 2.1.

3. You will see that the new template is empty: this means that it inherits
all of its layout from its parent, config.section.sports. Open
config.section.sports, copy the contents of its Right area, and paste
them into the Right area of config.section.sports.tennis.

4. Now make a change to the widgets you have pasted into
config.section.sports.tennis: simply delete one of the widgets, for
example, or replace it with a different type of widget.

5. Click on Save to save your changes.


